
SHAPING WATER 
TO CREATE HABITATS



TERRA CENTRIC



“the anarchy of water that spurns the 
notion of shape”

AQUA CENTRIC

Joseph 
Brodsky 
1992



The shape the flow takes over a fixed v-shaped riffle



“Zillions of water molecules 
collectively acquire a 
property that none of them 
possess alone…an 
emergent form called 
liquidity…there is nothing 
in atomic physics that even 
hints at such a property.” 1992

The shape of the water
is caused by it’s
LIQUIDITY new term for me



Examples of Liquidity: birds do it 

“Zillions of water molecules collectively acquire a property that none of them possess 
alone…an emergent form called liquidity”

starlings



Examples of Liquidity: fish do it

“Zillions of water molecules collectively acquire a property that none of them possess 
alone…an emergent form called liquidity”

anchovies



Examples of Liquidity: even educated biologists do it

Dave Bates peeled orange swimming test to map the path of released hatchery fry.

water



Examples of Liquidity: More familiar eddies formed in a horseshoe vortex

(trout cover boulder cluster, Okanagan River)

water



How are these liquid forms described and quantified?

The Re of TORRENTS

Ludwig Prandtl’s hand cranked flume 1904

Reynolds Number,  Re = D V / n

sort of like
mass x velocity / viscosity

or
momentum / resistance



high Reynolds 
number in torrent

low Reynolds 
number in 
pool and eddy

IN PLAN



Reynolds numbers in Dave’s circulating orange torrent (small fish and insects also)

8 x Re across 
shear zone



IN PROFILE: the Kananaskis River torrent



Lecture Room Flume
(every hydraulics nut has 
a flume)

The conditions of flow 
are described by 
Bernoulli’s division of 
the specific energy of 
the flow into depth 
and velocity terms

D + V2/2g

The state of the flow is described by the ratio of depth and 
velocity terms in the 

Froude Number  V / (gD)1/2



hydraulic

jump

critical

super

critical

sub-critical

sub-critical

What are the three states of flow?



The three States of Flow and their Froude  Numbers Fr  

Fr < 1
depth >> v2/2g

sub critical

Fr = 1
depth = 2 v2/2g

critical
(free overflow condition)

Fr > 1
depth << v2/2g

super critical



How do these numbers describe habitats?

shallow pool

run

riffle

deep pool



SHALLOW 
POOLS

DEEP POOLS

Re
Fr

nightmare plot 
Cunjak



“Darwinian fitness is a 
perfectly reciprocal 
relationship …. a fit 
organism inhabits a fit 
environment” 
(Henderson 1913)                     

If this true we should be able
to use the numbers in 
designing restoration works 
that shape flows of 
biological advantage



blackfly larvaDoug Craig U/AB

Shallow riffle rocks



black fly larvae on top of rocks at Fr = 1                        note standing wavelets



Jen Nafziger and Nadia Kovachis 2013   George the mayfly    

(don’t lend your antiseptically clean engineering flume to biologists)

Emergent boulders



FLOW and FITNESS: first back to Dave’s oranges…where do cutthroat trout fingerlings hang out?



FLOW and FITNESS: cutthroat trout fingerling habitats…Dave’s thesis discovery

Chapman Creek hatchery tanks
Dave’s Conclusion: avoid high flow releases 



1. adjusting the Reynolds 
number to create a central 
flood torrent that will 
maintain Coho salmon 
overwintering pools

1. changing the Froude 
numbers in uniform 
channels to create Sockeye 
spawning bars

Two Examples of Bernoulli, Fr and Re in Design



1. Reynolds Numbers: adding riffles to a channelized stream (Bernoulli) and creating 
a torrent that will scour Coho overwintering pools below riffles (Re increased).

Oulette Creek, Howe Sound BC was diverted to the edge of the alluvial fan in 1978



Oulette Ceeek Diversion, Howe Sound BC

Constructed in 1978

Channel:  width 9 m, depth 0.7 m*
floodplain 20 m, slope 3%
Q2: 17 cum/s,  Q100: 40 cum/s

*bed shear trouble from the start!



Oulette Creek Diversion 1980, 2 years after construction

Yup…channel degraded 1.2 m in 2 years, rock sills buried and digger logs undermined 



Low flow view of constricted riffle and scour pool. Full width and constricted riffles
were added to the diversion at the old rock sill and digger log locations 18 years 
earlier in 1994  

Oulette Creek Diversion reconstructed as a stepped channel 2012



The Bernoulli Application: riffles are added by creating critical flow at the crest. 
This requires less energy than the friction governed upstream flow. The 
difference equals the allowable height of the riffle if the upstream flood stage 
and frequency are not changed. 

Alternately the upstream stage may be deliberately raised with higher crest elevations,
for example to backflood culverts to create stable step channels with deeper pools. 



Full width spawning riffles infilled with upstream gravel bars are used 

by spawning Pink and Chum salmon in the lower end of Oulette Creek. 

Riffle and upper pool flows have the same Re 1.5 x 106 (no torrent is 

formed).

Oulette Creek Diversion video 1994



Riffles were constricted to 2/3 of the channel width to create a central 

torrent that would maintain a deep scour pool for overwintering Coho 

salmon. Re riffle 2.2 x 106 Re scour pool 1.5 x 106

Oulette Creek Diversion video 1994The Reynolds number application



2. The Froude Number Application: Spawning bars added to a channelized river

Over 50% of the Columbia River sockeye spawn in a short reach of the Okanagan River, 
a small tributary in southern BC 

here



VDS 13Park Rill

channelized and dyked 1952 on

the pre 1952 meandering channel is shown in blue

The Okanagan River was channelized and dyked in all agricultural and urban  reaches



In 2008 the Okanagan River Restoration project reconnected old meander pools and 
added gravel spawning bars to the channelized segments. The Fr numbers at a regulated
spawning flow of 11 m3/s created Fr numbers between 0.25 and 0.40 on the bars.

spawning bars



Kari Long Alex
MSc project 
2004

What are the 
hydraulic
conditions at 
a redd?  

DEPTH

VELOCITY



(Scotland)



Okanagan spawning ramp and riffle controlled cut to old meander 2010 



STUMBLING BLOCKS

Renne



Minimum Excavation:  W/D  2.7 / 1



“You have to measure something 
to say anything about something.”

Reds Wolman

1964

40 years later



Natural W/D : 10/1 to 30/1

1964

IS THERE ANY 
WIDTH FOR 
RESTORATION 
OF CANALS?



Field trip to the Waskesiu Lake outlet level control riffle, Prince Albert National Park 

So….now in conclusion….does the flowing shape make any more sense? 





what does artist Katy Bird see?



torrent standing 
wave

low Re

high Re

critical flow Fr 1

hydraulic
jump

sub critical flow

The PEng view: Did I spoil it for you yet?



Thanks RRNW for the invitation….any questions?

dimensionless reality check in the torrent of trout 


